We study two decidable fragments of System F, the polynomial and the Yoneda fragment, inducing two representations of the free bicartesian closed category.
Introduction
The question of whether two programs in a type system codify the same function can be answered in very different ways. One is to say that two programs are equivalent when they behave in the same way in the same contexts. While this equivalence has a simple and compact definition, it is often difficult to study. Other common ways of defining program equivalence are either syntactic, i.e. by describing a class of equations between well-typed terms (typically, β and η equations) or semantic, i.e. by considering equal those programs which are interpreted by the same entity in a given class of (usually categorical) models.
The simply-typed λ-calculus with finite products and coproducts, here Λp, is a good example of the interconnections between these approaches: βη-equivalence coincides with the equivalence generated by the interpretation of Λp in bicartesian closed categories. In other words, Λp corresponds, under βη, to the free bicartesian closed category B. Moreover, βη-equivalence and contextual equivalence coincide and are both decidable [33] .
A translation which dates back to Russell [32] and Prawitz [29] , and to which we will refer as the RP-translation, allows one to embed Λp into System F. As is well-known, this translation maps η-equivalent terms of Λp into polymorphic terms which are not equivalent modulo βη, but only under stronger notions of equivalence (see [28, 18] ).
Between βη-equivalence, which is decidable, and contextual equivalence, which is undecidable, System F admits a wide range of notions of equivalence. These arise from either denotational models (e.g. domain models [14] and realizability models [19] ) or syntactic approaches (e.g. formal parametricity and bisimulations [28, 16, 27, 9] ). Among these, the interpretation of polymorphic programs by dinatural transformations [4] provides a semantic notion of equivalence with a certain syntactic flavor, since dinaturality conditions can be described in a purely equational way (see [8] , [24] ). However, the investigation of dinatural models is problematic in general, due to the well-known fact that dinatural transformations need not compose.
Goals of the paper
As it is observed in several places (including [37] and more recently [2] ), the equivalences needed to map the η-rules of Λp into F can be expressed in terms of ordinary natural transformations. These equivalences can be captured by a syntactic equational theory that we call the ε-theory. A natural question is whether the ε-theory provides a canonical and decidable notion of program equivalence for the polymorphic programs encoding finite products and coproducts, and whether a canonical interpretation for such programs can be defined in terms of natural transformations.
A related question is about type isomorphisms. Let a System F type be said finite when it is isomorphic, modulo contextual equivalence, to a closed type of Λp. A finite type has a finite number of inhabitants, up to contextual equivalence. While the type isomorphisms holding under βη-equivalence in System F are known to be decidable and finitely axiomatizable [7] , the larger classes of type isomorphisms holding under stronger equational theories are not yet wellunderstood. A second question motivating this work is thus whether one can find characterizations of the class of finite types of System F.
Contributions
In this paper we study two fragments of F which correspond, modulo the ε-theory, to the free bicartesian closed category. By showing their equivalence with B, we establish (1) the decidability of type inhabitation, (2) the decidability of the ε-theory and (3) the coincidence of the ε-theory with contextual equivalence in these fragments.
The polynomial fragment: naturality and atomization The RP-translation allows one to map the binary operations`andˆonto binary operations defined over the types of System F. This mapping can be extended to all finite polynomial functors [12] , that is, to the operations which transform a family of sets or types pA i q iPI indexed by a finite set I into a set of the form
determined by a diagram of finite sets I f Ð A g Ñ B. We obtain our first representation of B in F by considering the fragment freely generated by the encoding of finite polynomial functors. This fragment, that we call the polynomial fragment (noted Λ2 Poly ), provides a natural environment to answer our first question.
We show two properties which seem peculiar to the fragment Λ2 Poly : the existence of a canonical interpretation of polymorphic programs as ordinary natural transformations and the existence of a predicative description of Λ2 Poly and of its program equivalence.
First, we introduce a refined type system for Λ2 Poly tight to the specific form of the universally quantified types in this fragment. We show that all terms typable in this system yield syntactic natural transformations modulo the ε-theory.
Then we show that any term in Λ2 Poly can be transformed, through ε-equations, into one whose type instantiations are all atomic. As a consequence, we obtain a faithful embedding of Λ2 Poly into the atomic fragment Λ2 at of System F [10] .
The Yoneda fragment: rewriting System F types into propositional types In the second part of the paper we address type isomorphisms. Our analysis of Λ2 Poly shows that all types in this fragment are isomorphic, up to ε-equivalence, to propositional types. However, finite System F types are not restricted to those of Λ2 Poly . Figure 1 : Terms of the full polymorphic λ-calculus. Our second fragment Λ2 Yon , that we call the Yoneda fragment, arises from the observation that the isomorphism between a finite polynomial functor and its second order translation can be proved from standard isomorphisms of Λp plus the isomorphism A " @X.pA Ñ Xq Ñ X. This isomorphism, which holds under the ε-theory but not under the βη-theory, is an instance of the following Yoneda schema:
where X is not free in A and occurs positively in F . As the universal quantifier corresponds, modulo the ε-theory, to an end (see [22] ), the schema (YS) translates the Yoneda isomorphism
HompHompa, xq, F pxqq. When read from left to right, the schema (YS) yields a type-rewriting rule eliminating a quantifier. We show that all Λ2 Yon -types converge to propositional types by means of a rewriting which generalizes the Yoneda schema and replaces a second order quantifier by a finite polynomial functor. Hence we establish that any closed type in Λ2 Yon is finite. The fragment Λ2 Yon does not capture all finite types of System F, and we discuss some natural extension of our rewriting in the concluding section.
Related work
A clear description of the connection between the second order codings of finite data types and the (di)naturality conditions is in [18] . This topic has recently attracted new attention due to [2] , where such naturality conditions are described at the level of propositional identity using ideas from Homotopy Type Theory.
The "Yoneda restriction" of System Λ2 Yon can be related to other approaches in the literature. A similar restriction was exploited by the first author to describe a decidable theory of program equivalence over a fragment of Second Order Multiplicative Linear Logic [26] . A related restriction appears in [6] to describe a class of polymorphic types for which program equivalence can be characterized by a finite testing.
The atomization property of Λ2 Poly is a generalization of the instantiation overflow property investigated in [10] for Λ2 at . A characterization of the System F types satisfying this property is in [25] . We discuss this connection in some more detail in Section 5.
Preliminaries
Let Λ2p be the full polymorphic λ-calculus, whose types are generated from a countable set V of variables, the constants 0, 1 and the connectives Ñ,`,ˆ, as well as second order quantification @,
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and whose terms are generated by the grammar in Fig. 1 . The typing rules are in Fig. 2 . The second-order λ-calculus Λ2, i.e. System F [15] , is the sub-system of Λ2p obtained by restricting type constructors to Ñ, @ and term constructors to λ, Λ, tu, tA. The full simply typed λ-calculus Λp is the sub-system obtained by restricting type constructors to 0, 1, Ñ,ˆ,`and term constructors to λ, tu, xt, uy, π
For any type system S, we write TpSq for the set of its types, and Γ $ S t : A to indicate that the judgement Γ $ t : A is derivable in S.
In Fig. 3 we recall the RP-translation r s˚of Λ2p into Λ2. It is easily checked by induction that Γ $ Λ2p t : A implies Γ˚$ Λ2 t˚: A˚.
Theories of program equivalence
We let S indicate any among Λ2p, Λ2, Λp or a fragment of these.
Definition 2.1 (theories).
A well-typed equation in S is an expression of the form Γ $ S t » u : A, such that Γ $ S t, u : A. A theory T over S is a set of well-typed equations Γ $ S t » T u : A over S, closed with respect to usual congruence rules like
To describe usual theories it is useful to introduce contexts: Definition 2.2. Contexts C are defined by the same grammar as terms, plus the constructor r s. If C is a context and t is a term, we let Crts be the term obtained by variable-binding substitution of t for r s in C. If S is any of Λ2p, Λ2, Λp, we let C : pΓ $ S Aq ñ pΓ 1 $ S A 1 q when for all Γ $ S t : A, Γ 1 $ S Crts : A 11 . We let C : A $ Γ S B be a shorthand for C : p$ S Aq ñ pΓ $ S Bq and we indicate by
The following families of contexts will be used in the next sections: Figure 4 : β and η-rules for Λ2p.
The β, η and βη-theories for S are the smallest theories generated by the β and η-rules for Λ2p recalled in Fig. 4 2 .
Remark 2.1. While the embedding r s˚preserves the β-rules, it does not preserve the η-rules. For instance, let t " λx.λy.δpy, z.z, z.zqx and u " λx.λy.δpy, z.zx, z.zxq be two closed terms of type D " A Ñ ppA Ñ Cq`pA Ñ Cqq Ñ C. Then $ Λp t » η u : D but t˚and u˚has distinct βη-normal forms, as shown by a simple calculation.
We recall the definition of contextual equivalence, here limited to closed terms:
Definition 2.4 (contextual equivalence). Let S be any among Λp, Λ2p and its fragments, and S 1 be any among Λ2 and its fragments.
ii. If $ S 1 t, u : A, we let t » ctx u when for all context C : A $ H S @X.X Ñ X Ñ X, Crts » β Crus. While contextual equivalence is undecidable in Λ2p and Λ2, the following result was recently established and will play a central role in our results: Theorem 2.1 ( [33] ). The theory » ctx over Λp is decidable and coincides with the βη-theory.
Syntactic categories and functors
Contexts provide a simple way to define syntactic categories: Definition 2.5 (syntactic category). Let T be a theory of S containing the βη-theory. The category C T pSq is defined as follows: the objects are the types of S and the arrows from A to B are the Tequivalence classes of contexts C : A $ S B (with identity r s and composition given by context composition). The category C 0 T pSq is the subcategory of C T pSq whose arrows are T-equivalence classes of contexts C : A $ H S B. The category B " C 0 βη pΛpq is the free bicartesian closed category. For all X P V, let P X be the set of types in which X occurs only in positive position and N X be the set of types in which X occurs only in negative position. Definition 2.6 (syntactic functors). Let A P P X Y N X . For all context C we let A X pCq be the context defined by induction on A as follows:
X pCq " r s;
• if A " X, then A X pCq " C;
2 We omitted type informations when these can be guessed by inspecting the terms.
• if A " @Y.B, then A X pCq " ΛY.B X pCqrxY s.
Proposition 2.2. Let T be a theory of S including the βη-theory. Then, for all A P P X (resp.
In the Proposition above one can replace C T pSq by C 0 T pSq. We call two types A, B P T pSq T-isomorphic, written A " T B, if there is an isomorphism between A and B in C 0 T pSq. We stress the dependency of type isomorphisms on a theory T. For instance the βη-isomorphisms for Λ2 do not coincide with ctx-isomorphisms (a crucial aspect in Section 6).
Finite polynomial functors
The essence of the RP-translation is a mapping of the type constructors 1, 0,ˆ,`, viewed as functors C βη pΛpq n Ñ C βη pΛpq, onto certain functors C βη pΛ2q n Ñ C βη pΛ2q definable in terms of Ñ and @. This mapping extends straightforwardly to all "finite polynomials". These are elegantly described by the theory of finite polynomial functors [12] , that we shortly recall.
The diagram pf, g, hq yields a functor Set I Ñ Set J given by
We call the set I the base of the functor. We will restrict attention to finite polynomial functors FinSet I Ñ FinSet. As J is a singleton we can omit the constant arrow h. Ñ 1, where 1 " t0u and c 0 is constant, corresponds to the product pX i q iP2 Þ Ñ X 0ˆX1 .
Finite polynomial functors in Λp and Λ2
We show how finite polynomial functors yield functors over C βη pΛpq and C βη pΛ2q.
Remark 3.1. We will consider Λp-types up to the associativity βη-isomorphisms pA`Bq`C " βη A`pB`Cq and pAˆBqˆC " βη AˆpBˆCq. Given a finite linearly ordered set I " ti 1 ă¨¨¨ă i k u and a family of types pA i q iPI , it thus makes sense to speak of the I-indexed sums ř iPI A i (equal to 0 if I " H) and product s ś iPI A i (equal to 1 if I " H). Indexed sums and products come with constructors ι k i (for i " 1, . . . , k) and xt 1 , . . . , t k y and destructors δ k C pt, px.u i q i"1,...,k q and π C i,k (for i " 1, . . . , k), with obvious β and η-rules. All these operators can be defined explicitly from the terms of Λp (and their β and η-rules derived from those of Λp), by fixing a representative of each associativity-classes of types.
To describe polynomials in terms of indexed sums and products in Λp, it is convenient to replace finite sets with finite linear orders. Let FinLin be the category of finite linear orders and monotone functors.
Observe that the linear order of A induces unique linear orders on the sets g´1piq, for i P B. It is straightfoward that an ordered f.p.f. yields a functor FinLin
Then there exists a functor P f,g : C βη pΛpq I Ñ C βη pΛpq given by
A f pjq and P f,g pC i q " δ k´r s,`x.xC f pa1q rπ
To describe finite polynomials in Λ2 we adopt the following exponential notation:
Definition 3.3. Let I " ti 1 ă¨¨¨ă i k u be a finite linear order and A i be a I-indexed family of Λ2-types. For all Λ2-type B, we let
where for all i P B, f i : g´1piq Ñ I is the restriction of f to g´1piq, X is a fresh variable, and
Remark 3.2. When P f,g is a binary product or coproduct (see Example 3.1), then for all indexed family of types pA i q iPI , the type U f,g pA i q coincides with pP f,g pA i qq˚, that is, U id2,id2 pA i q " pA 1À 2 q˚and U id2,c0 pA i q " pA 1ˆA2 q˚. This is however not true in general. Consider P f,g pA i q " pA 1ˆA2 q`pA 1ˆA3 q. P f,g and
Nevertheless, when all A i are in Λ2 Poly , the types pP f,g pA i qq˚are in Λ2 Poly , as the latter is closed under substitution.
The relationship between the Λ2-types U f,g pA i q and pP f,g pA i qq˚will be clarified in the next subsection by extending the βη-theory of Λ2. As a preliminary observation we establish the following connection between the functors P f,g and U f,g in Λ2p:
The polynomial fragment of Λ2
The fragment Λ2 Poly is generated by the smallest set of Λ2 types closed with respect to Ñ and finite polynomial functors. Formally:
if A, B P Poly, then A Ñ B P Poly and (3) 
is an ordered f.p.f. and pA i q iPI P Poly I , then U f,g pA i q P Poly. We let Λ2 Poly be the fragment of Λ2 with types Poly.
As the set Poly is closed by substitution, the fragment Λ2 is well-defined and closed with respect to β and η-rules. We now introduce the ε-theory for Λ2 Poly .
Definition 3.5 (ε-theory). We let » ε be the smallest theory over Λ2 Poly containing β, η and all equations in Fig. 5 , where A " @X.A 1 Ñ¨¨¨Ñ A k Ñ X P Poly.
Similarly to the η-rules for sum types, the ε-rule allows to permute contexts within a polymorphic term. It is indeed not difficult to see that the η-rules translate into ε-rules through the second order embedding. The following is a simple application of ε-theory, that will be generalized in Section 6. Let pPoly be the set of types obtained by extending Poly with finite products and coproducts, and Λ2 pPoly be the fragment of Λ2p generated by pPoly. By taking ε as a theory of Λ2 pPoly , we deduce the following from Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4.
Proposition 3.5. In Λ2 pPoly , P f,g pA i q " ε U f,g pA i q.
From Remark 3.2 we can deduce that the RP-translation yields an embedding of Λp into Λ2 Poly . By exploiting the ε-theory we can prove the following facts:
ii. For all Λ2p-type A, there exists a ε-isomorphism between A and A˚.
Proof. Claim i. can be deduced from the results in [28] and [18] , as the ε-rules are particular instances of the dinaturaliy condition for System F terms. A more detailed argument can be found in [37] . The isomorphisms of Claim ii. are described in Appendix A.
Remark 3.5. While pP f,g pA i qq˚and as U f,g pA i q are not the same type (Remark 3.2), they are
Polymorphic terms as natural transformations
The ε-equation of Fig. 5 reads informally as a naturality condition for polymorphic terms. For instance, let U f,g pA i q be the type @X.pA Ñ B Ñ Xq Ñ X; then the equationś
express the fact that the family of contexts`
xXr s, defines a natural transformation between the functor A Ñ B Ñ X X and the identity functor X X :
In this section we show that the correspondence between polymorphic terms and natural transformations can be extended to all the fragment Λ2 Poly . To obtain this we will need to describe a refined type system, based on the notion of strictly-positive type.
Strictly-positive types and the system Λ2P oly
The types of Λ2 Poly are easily described in terms of strictly positive types:
Definition 4.1 (strictly-positive types). For any X P V, we define the set SP X Ď TpΛ2pq, whose elements are called strictly-positive in X, inductively as follows:
We let SSP X Ď SP X be the set of those A P SP X such that X P F V pAq.
Lemma 4.1. @X.A P Poly iff for some k P N and types A 1 , . . . ,
Remark 4.1. When A P SSP X , the functor A X is given by a chain of eliminations followed by a chain of introductions, that is A X pCq " In z A˝C˝E l z A . We introduce now a refined type system in which all judgements are made of strictly positive types. We let Poly C be the set of types obtained by enriching Poly with a countable set C of type constants p, q, r, . . . . Definition 4.2. Let α Ď f in V. We let SP α Ď Poly C be defined by A P SP α if F V pAq Ď α and for all X P α, either A P SP X or X R F V pAq. We let Γ P SP α indicate that for all type A appearing in Γ, A P SP α . We will also indicate by α R A, that for all X P α, X R F V pAq.
By Γ $ α t : A we indicate a judgement, called SP α -judgement, such that Γ, A P SP α .
For X P V and α Ď f in V, we let α`X and α´X be shorthands for α Y tXu and α´tXu.
Definition 4.3. We let Λ2P oly be the type system with types Poly C , and typing rules given in Fig. 6 .
The condition α R A in the λ-introduction rule assures that A Ñ B P SP α . The conditions in the Λ-introduction rules assure that the universal type introduced is in Poly C . Due to the expanded second order rules, the second order β and η-rules for Λ2P oly must be modified accordingly. It is also easily checked that the ε-rule of Fig. 5 is always well-defined in Λ2P oly . Figure 6 : Typing rules of Λ2P oly Remark 4.2. The systems Λ2 Poly and Λ2P oly do not type the same terms. For instance, take t " ΛX.λz.xpX Ñ Xq λy.y z; we have x : @X.X Ñ X $ Λ2 Poly t : @X.X Ñ X but we cannot derive the same typing in Λ2P oly . Indeed, to type the last abstraction ΛX we need to derive the judgement x : @X.X Ñ X, z : X $ tXu λy.y : X Ñ X, but this is not a SP tXu -judgement, as X Ñ X R SP tXu .
We wish to show that Λ2 Poly and Λ2P oly are equivalent in the sense that any term typable in Λ2 Poly is ε-equivalent to a Λ2P oly -typable term.
Definition 4.4.
A term t is well-fibered if anytime an extraction uB occurs in t in the scope of a second order binder ΛX, then B P SP X .
For instance, the term t of Remark 4.2 is not well-fibered, as X Ñ X R SP X , while the term ΛX.λz.xpY Ñ Xqλy.z is well-fibered. It can be easily established by induction on t that any term typable in Λ2P oly is well-fibered. ii. If t is β-normal, η-long, well-fibered and Γ, A P SP H , then for all C-renaming θ, Γθ $ Λ2 Poly tθ : Aθ implies Γ $ H Λ2P oly t : A.
The following theorem will be proved in the next section: 
Λ2P oly -typable terms as natural transformations
For all α and Γ P SPα, we let L α Γ be the category whose objects are the types A P SPα and whose arrows L α pA, Bq are the βη-equivalence classes of contexts C :
The categories L α Γ can be presented within the framework of indexed categories common to models of polymorphism (see [35, 20] ). We omit details for space reasons.
Observe that, unless α " H, the category L α Γ is not closed (nor cartesian), since from A, B P SP α it need not follow A Ñ B P SP α (take A " B " X).
If A P SP X , for all α and Γ P SP α , the map A X yields a functor
When a type variable X is clear from the context, we will abbreviate trC{Xs by t C . Also, we will employ the following useful abbreviation: Definition 4.6 (contextual composition). Given Γ $ t : A, where Γ " tx 1 : A 1 , . . . , x n : A n u and given terms ∆ $ u i : A i for some ∆, and terms u i , for i " 1, . . . , n, we let t˝m pu 1 , . . . , u n q :" tru 1 {x 1 , . . . , u n {x n s We will also let Γ α pCq " pA By a ε-equation we can compute
. . , k, and from the induction hypothesis we have
Moreover, as A i P SSP X , for i " 1, . . . , k, we deduce that α R A. Hence, from the induction hypothesis we also have t
Atomization
A salient feature of the ε-equation in Fig. 5 is that it allows one to modify the type instantiations occurring in a term. In this section we exploit this fact to show that any term in Λ2 Poly can be permuted into a term in which all type instantiations are atomic. Along with the fact that permutations between Λ2 Poly translate into atomic permutations of their atomizations, this yields an equivalence-preserving translation of Λ2 Poly into Λ2 at [10] , the predicative fragment of System F which only admits atomic type instantiations. Atomization relies on the following lemma: By permuting, in a term t typable in Λ2 Poly , each subterm of the form uB, with u of type @X.A, into At A B rus, we obtain the following: Theorem 5.2 (atomization). If Γ $ Λ2 Poly t : A, then there exists a term t Ó , called the atomization of t, such that Γ $ Λ2at t Ó : A and Γ $ Λ2 Poly t » ε t Ó : A.
Let an instance of the ε-rule permuting context C be called atomic if C : pΓ $ Xq ñ pΓ 1 $ Y q for two variables X, Y . We let » ε´b e the smallest theory generated by β, η-rules and atomic ε-rules.
Proof. The ð-direction is obvious. For the ñ-direction, it suffices to check that the ε-rules commute with atomization:
From Theorem 5.2 we obtain a proof of Theorem 4.3.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. The fundamental remark is that a term typable in Λ2 at is always wellfibered. From Theorem 5.2, t is ε-equivalent to its atomization t Ó , and if we let t 1 be the β-normal form of t Ó , we deduce from Lemma 4.2 that Γ $ Λ2P oly t 1 : A.
Remark 5.1 (instantiation overflow). The atomization property of Λ2
Poly is related to the instantiation overflow property in [10] . There a variant of the RP-translation, that we call the FF-translation, is defined, whose target system is Λ2 at . The fundamental remark leading to the FF-translation is that when a type @X.A translates a sum or a product type, one can construct, for all C, terms t C A for @X.A Ñ ArC{Xs in Λ2 at . Our analysis shows that this property extends to all types U f,g pA i q. Moreover, since the terms t C A are easily seen to be βη-equivalent to λx.At @X.A C rxs, the mapping t Þ Ñ t Ó of Theorem 5.2 is βη-equivalent to the FF-translation. From Theorem 5.2 it thus follows that the FF-translation and the RP-translation yield ε-equivalent terms.
The Yoneda fragment
We turn now to type isomorphisms and we consider the problem of finite System F types: Definition 6.1. A P TpΛ2q is a finite type if for some closed A 1 P TpΛpq, A " ctx A 1 in Λ2p.
In order to investigate finite types, we generalize the isomorphism A " ε @X.pA Ñ Xq Ñ X of Lemma 3.4 to a more general Yoneda Schema:
By orienting it from right to left, (YS) yields a type rewrite rule which eliminates a second order quantifier. We now introduce a fragment Λ2 Yon , larger than Λ2 Poly , and show that all types in Λ2 Yon can be rewritten into Λp-types by a generalization of the schema (YS). The fragment Λ2 Yon is obtained by restricting the types of the form @X.A to those in which A is X-Yoneda: Definition 6.2 (X-Yoneda types). For any type variable X, we let Yon X be the set of X-Yoneda type, inductively defined as follows:
• if A P P X , then A P Yon X ;
• if B P Yon X and A P SP X , then A Ñ B P Yon X .
• if A P Yon X X Yon Y and X ‰ Y , then @Y.A P Yon X .
The following Lemma provides a "canonical form" for X-Yoneda types.
Lemma 6.1. For any A P Yon X there is an arrow J f Ñ I between finite sets, a I-indexed family of SP X -types pA i q iPI and F P P X such that A " β @ Y .EXP Proof. By applying the β-isomorphism A Ñ @Y.B " β @Y.A Ñ B.
Remark 6.1. The main difference between a type @X.A, where A P Yon X and a type of the form U f,g pA i q is the following: while the rightmost path of the latter (seen as a tree) always leads to X, the rightmost path of the former may lead to any type F P P X .
Definition 6.3 (System Λ2 Yon ). The set Yon Ď TpΛ2q of Yoneda types is defined inductively by (1) V Ď Yon, p2q, if A, B P Yon, then A Ñ B P Yon and p3q if A P Yon X Yon X , then @X.A P Yon. We let Λ2 Yon be the fragment of Λ2 with types Yon.
By Lemma 6.1 we can consider in Λ2 Yon a more general class of functors:
Ñ B be an ordered f.p.f. Then for all fresh X P V and F P P X , there exists a functor U The ε-theory extends in a straightforward way to Λ2 Yon : Definition 6.4 (ε-theory). We let » ε be the smallest theory over Λ2 Yon containing β and η-rules and the ε-rule in Fig. 7 , where A " @ Y EXP F jPJ pA f pjP Yon X (see Lemma 6.1) and f pJ q " ti 1 ă¨¨ă i k u.
The isomorphism (YS) can be proved similarly to Lemma 3.4.
By Lemma 6.3 one can lift Proposition 3.5 to extended polynomial functors:
The basic idea to define Yoneda reduction ˚i s to exploit the isomorphism above. In Fig. 8 3 We indicate by X,F a reduction eliminating quantifier @X with positive functor F P P X . Figure 8 : Examples of Yoneda reduction.
The decidability of polynomial and Yoneda types
To establish the decidability of equivalence in Λ2 Poly and Λ2 Yon , we prove that the syntactic categories generated by these fragments under the ε-theory are equivalent to the free bicartesian closed category B " C 0 βη pΛpq. Decidability follows from Theorem 2.1. We develop our argument for Λ2 Yon , but a similar argument works for Λ2 Poly .
Theorem 6.5 yields a surjective map r s 5 : Yon Ñ TpΛpq such that A " ε A 5 . The idea is to extend this map into an equivalence of categories, thanks to the lemma below:
Lemma 7.1. Let C, D be full subcategories of a category E. Let f : ObpCq Ñ ObpDq be surjective and such that any object a of C is isomorphic to f paq in E. Then f extends to an equivalence of categories F : C Ñ D.
Proof. Let u a : a Ñ f paq be the isomorphism between a and f paq. We let F paq " f paq and F pg : a Ñ bq " u b˝g˝u´1 a . F is clearly faithful and surjective. It is also full since any h : F paq Ñ F pbq is equal to F pu´1 b˝h˝u a q.
We let pYon be the set of types obtained by extending Yon with finite products and coproducts, and Λ2p Yon be the fragment of Λ2p generated by pYon. We wish to show that C 0 βη pΛpq and C 0 ε pΛ2 Yon q are full subcategories of C 0 ε pΛ2p Yon q. In the case of C 0 βη pΛpq, fullness can be deduced from the existence of normal forms with respect to permutative conversions. In fact a term with a type in Λp and in permutative normal form enjoys the subformula property, hence it is typable in Λp. The existence of permutative normal forms is well-known in the case of Λp since [30] , and was extended to Λ2p in [36] . This implies the following:
In the case of C 0 ε pΛ2 Yon q, fullness is deduced from the remark that if Γ, A P Yon and Γ $ Λ2p Yon t : A, then Γ $ Λ2 t˚: A, and from the following lemma, proved in Appendix D:
We can now apply Lemma 7.1 to obtain: Remark 7.1. In more concrete terms, Theorem 7.4 yields an algorithm to translate terms t, u such that Γ $ Λ2 Yon t, u : A into terms
(apply the isomorphisms B " ε B 5 and compute the normal forms of t 5 and u 5 for permutative conversions).
From Theorem 2.1 we can finally conclude: Theorem 7.5.
i. Type inhabitation in Λ2 Yon (resp. Λ2 Poly ) is decidable.
ii. The ε-theory for Λ2 Yon (resp. Λ2 Poly ) is decidable
iii. The ε-theory for Λ2 Yon (resp. Λ2 Poly ) coincides with » ctx .
Conclusion and future work
We described two fragments of System F which correspond, up to contextual equivalence, to the free bicartesian closed category. These fragments arise from the second order translation of finite polynomial functors and its connection with the Yoneda embedding. We equipped both fragments with a syntactic equivalence, the ε-theory, and we used it to establish two properties of the polymorphic terms in Λ2 Poly (naturality and atomization). Moreover, we introduced a typerewriting relation and we used it to show that the types of Λ2 Yon are isomorphic, modulo contextual equivalence, to propositional types.
Future work
We indicate some directions for further research.
Syntactic analysis of ε-equivalence Our rely on the close connection between the ε-theory and the βη-theory of Λp, and of some extensively investigated properties of the latter (see [13, 1, 21, 33] ). The decidability of ε-equivalence is obtained here by a translation into Λp, i.e. without directly providing a decision algorithm for ε-equivalence within Λ2 Poly or Λ2 Yon . The rewriting techniques of [21] as well as the focusing techniques of [33] might provide interesting tools to investigate the ε-theory in a less indirect manner.
Finite types through recursive types Our approach to type isomorphisms can be naturally extended by considering a generalized Yoneda schema [38] involving recursive types:
As µX.T can be replaced by its System F coding @X.pT Ñ Xq Ñ X, any type which reduces to a closed Λp-type by (GYS) is a finite type. This shows in particular that the rewriting defined for Λ2 Yon does not capture all finite types of System F: the type DX.pX Ñ Xq (in its System F coding) is not a Λ2 Yon -type and does not converge onto a closed Λp-type using our Yoneda reduction, but it can be reduced to 1 by (GYS). We could not find so far any finite type which does not reduce to a Λp-type under this stronger schema. Since program equivalence in presence of recursive types is undecidable in general (see [5] ), a more viable option could be to restrict the attention to isomorphisms involving recursive polynomial types, which have a decidable type isomorphism [11] .
Generalized connectives From a proof-theoretic perspective, finite polynomial functors correspond to generalized connectives in the sense of [31, 34, 3] . In particular, the functors P f,g and U f,g can be seen as encoding introduction and elimination rules for generalized connectives. For instance, let : be the ternary connective governed by the rules below:
The introduction and elimination rules can then be seen as encoded, respectively, by the functors P f,g : pA i q iP3 Þ Ñ pA 1ˆA2 q`pA 1ˆA3 q and U f g : pA i q iP3 Þ Ñ @XpA 1 Ñ A 2 Ñ Xq Ñ pA 1 Ñ A 3 Ñ Xq Ñ X. We would like to investigate whether the isomorphism P f,g " U f,g can be used to provide a formal account of the inversion principles discussed in the proof-theoretic literature (see [23] ).
A The isomorphism between A and AW e define for all Λ2p-type A, two contexts
Λ2p A as follows:
• for A " X, C A " C A " r s;
• for A " B Ñ C, C A " λy.C C˝p r spC B rysqq, C A " λy. C C˝p r spC B rysqq,
• for A " @Y.B, C A " ΛY.C B rr sY s and C A " ΛY. C B rr sY s;
• for A " BˆC, C A " ΛY.λy.ypC B rπ 1 r ssqpC C rπ 2 r ssq, C A " xpBˆCqλyz.xC B rys, C C rzsy
• for A " 1, C A " ΛY.λy.y, C A " ‹;
• for A " B`C, C A " ΛY.λab.δ X pr s, y.apC B rysq, y.bpC C rysqq, and C A " r spB`Cqλy.ι 1 pC B rysq λy.ι 2 pC C rysq
• for A " 0, C A " ξ @X.X r s and C A " r s0.
To show that the pair pC A , C A q is a ε-isomorphism we can argue by induction on A. We here only consider the most significative case, namely the one of the sum: if A " B`C, then we can compute We argue by induction on t. We will use the fact that Aθ " Bθ implies A " B (as θ is injective), that pA Ñ Bqθ " Aθ Ñ Bθ, pArB{Xsqθ " AθrBθ{Xs, and that p@X.Aqθ " @X.Aθ X , where θ X differs from θ in that θpXq " X.
• if t " x: then from Γθ, x : Aθ $ Λ2 Poly xθ : Aθ and Γ, A P SP α we deduce Γ, x : A $ α Λ2P oly x : A (as xθ " x);
• if t " λy.t 1 , then A " B Ñ C, where C P SP α and α R B, and we have Γθ, y : Bθ $ Λ2 Poly t 1 θ : Cθ. Then Γ, y : B P SP α hence by the induction hypothesis Γ, y : B $ α Λ2P oly t 1 : C, so we can conclude Γ $ α Λ2P oly t : A (as tθ " λy.t 1 θ).
• if t " xt 1 . . . t n , then we must have Γθ $ Λ2 Poly t i θ : C i θ. Moreover, as Γ contains x :
. . , n, whence C i P SP α . Hence by the induction hypothesis we have Γ $ α Λ2P oly t i : C i and we can conclude Γ $ α Λ2P oly t : A (as tθ " xpt 1 θq . . . pt n θq).
•
. . , k, and since A i P SSP Y , we deduce A i P SP α`Y . Since moreover Y R F V pΓq, from Γ P SP α we deduce Γ P SP α`Y . In definitive we have that Γ,
Y is a SP α`Y -judgement, and since t 2 is well-fibered, for all extraction xB occurring in t 2 , B P SP α`Y . We can thus apply the induction hypothesis, and we have Γ, • if t " xBt 1 . . . t n , then Γ contains x : @X.A 1 Ñ¨¨¨Ñ A k Ñ X, where α R A i , and since t is η-long there is k ď n such that B " B 1 Ñ¨¨¨Ñ B n´k Ñ Z, Γθ $ Λ2 Poly t i θ : A i θrBθ{Xs, for i ď k and Γθ $ Λ2 Poly t j : B j θ, for k ă j ď n´k. Since B P SP α and A P SSP X , we have then A i rB{Xs P SP α and B j P SP α , hence Γ $ t i : A i rB{Xs is a SP α -judgement, so by the induction hypothesis we deduce Γ $ 
C The Yoneda reduction
We wish to introduce a rewrite relation over Λ2p-types such that whenever A B, A is ε-isomorphic to B, and moreover, when A is a Yoneda type, the rewriting converges onto a propositional type. A natural idea is to exploit the isomorphism of Lemma 6.4 to define a rewrite rule of the form U
However, this rule is not strong enough to prove convergence onto a propositional type (see Remark C.2 below). To describe a stronger rule we need to introduce some new technical notions. For all natural number n, we let rns " t1, . . . , nu. • a base type if A is neither of the form B Ñ C nor of the form @X.B.
• a quasi-base type if A " A 1 Ñ¨¨¨Ñ A k Ñ B, where B is a base type;
• a quasi-polynomial type if A " @X.A 1 Ñ¨¨¨Ñ A k Ñ F , if F P P X is a quasi-base type and there exists a natural number k, a f.p.
where Ďrks and a I-indexed family pC i q iPI with X R F V pC i q, such that for all i " 1, . . . , k
We call the set J the index set of A and P f,g pC i q the polynomial associated to A.
By arguing as in Lemma 6.1, it is easily seen that, for any A P Yon X , @X.A is β-isomorphic to a quasi-polynomial type.
Remark C.1. If A " @X.B P pYon and B P TpΛpq, then A is a quasi-polynomial type. Indeed B " B 1 Ñ¨¨¨Ñ B k Ñ B k`1 Ñ¨¨¨Ñ B k`n Ñ Y , where for 1 ď i ď k, B i P SP X and for 1 ď j ď n, B k`j P N X . From B i P SP X it follows that either B i P SSP X , hence B i " B i1 Ñ¨¨¨Ñ B iki Ñ X, for types B ij such that X R F V pB ij q, or X R F V pB i q.
Definition C.2 (type reduction). We let be the rewrite relation generated by the rule
where @X.A 1 Ñ¨¨¨Ñ A k Ñ F is a quasi-polynomial type with index set J and associated polynomial P f,g pC i q, ti 1 , . . . , i p u " t1, . . . , ku´J, and by the congruence rules in Fig. 9 . We let ˚b e the reflexive-transitive closure of .
From this it can be seen that the reduction rule (red˚) can be simulated by a finite number of β-isomorphisms plus the rule (red).
However, the isomorphism A Ñ B Ñ C " β B Ñ A Ñ C does not preserve the Yoneda restriction: for instance, while
to be a relation over pYon, we must reduce quasi-polynomial types directly through (red˚).
By inspecting the type reduction rules, and by arguing as in the case of (red) through Remark C.2 and Lemma 6.4, it can be seen that A ˚B implies A " ε B. We now show that preserves Yoneda types. We need two lemmas:
Lemma C.1. For all Λ2p-types A, B such that A B, and for all type variable X,
ii. if A P SP X , B P SP X ;
iii. if A P P X (resp. A P N X ), B P P X (resp. B P N X ).
Proof. We can suppose @X.A to be quasi-polynomial with index-set J Ď rks and associated polynomial P f,g pC i q. For any type E, we let E : " ErP f,g pC i q{Xs. We have then that
where for i P J , A i P SSP X , for i P rks´J , X R F V pA i q, for j P rns, A k`j P N X , and D is a base type and
where ti 1 , . . . , i p u is rks´J . Since A P Yon Y , it must be D P P Y and there exists b ď k`n such that for 1 ď i ď b, A i P SP Y and for b ă i ď k`n, A i P N Y . We must consider then two cases:
Then B can be can be decomposed as follows:
lo omo on PPY and we can conclude B P Yon Y .
(b ď k) Then for i P J , i ď b, Y R F V pA i q, for iıJ , b ă i, A i P N Y , and since A i " EXP X jPg´1piq pC f pjq q, we have C f pjq P P Y , whence P f,g pC i q P P Y , for all j P g´1piq; moreover, for i P rks´J , i ď b, A i P SP Y , for i P rks´J, b ă i, A i P N Y and for j P rns, A k`n P N Y . Then B can be decomposed as follows Fig. 9 , then the claim can be easily checked. Now suppose A P pYon and A B. If A " @X.A 1 is a quasi-polynomial type with associated polynomial P f,g pC i q and A B by (red˚) then for any subtype of A 1 of the form @Y.D, from D P Yon Y by Lemma C.1 we deduce DrP f,g pC i q{Xs P Yon Y , hence @Y.DrP f,g pC i q{Xs P pYon. We can then conclude that B P pYon. For the reduction rules in Fig. 9 the only non trivial case to check is the rule A A 1 @X.A @X.A 1 . In this case, from @X.A P pYon, we deduce A P Yon X , and by our claim this implies A 1 P Yon X , hence finally @X.A P pYon.
We can finally prove Theorem 6.5, that is, that any Yoneda type rewrites into a propositional type:
Proof of Theorem 6.5. We argue by induction on A. If A " X, the claim is obvious. If A " B Ñ C, then by the induction hypothesis B ˚B1 and C ˚C1 , where B 1 , C 1 are Λp-types, hence A ˚B1 Ñ C 1 , which is a Λp-type. If A " @X.B, then it must be A " @ X 1 .A 1 Ñ @ X 2 .A 2 Ñ¨¨¨Ñ @ X n .A n where A n is a quasi-base type. By the induction hypothesis A reduces then to A 1 " @ X 1 .A 1 1 Ñ @ X 2 .A 1 2 Ñ¨¨¨Ñ @ X n .A 1 n where A 1 i P TpΛpq. We can then eliminate by a finite number of applications of (red˚) all quantifiers @ X 1 , . . . , @ X n starting from the rightmost one (by exploiting Remark C.1), obtaining a propositional type.
D Commutation property of the second order translation
In order to show Lemma 7.3, we will prove a stronger property expressing the commutation of the second order translation and the isomorphisms pC A , C A q introduced in Appendix A. We exploit the abbreviations introduced in Section 4.
• if t " ΛY.t 1 , then A " @Y.B and t˚" ΛY.pt 1 q˚, and by the induction hypothesis C B rt 1 s » ε pt 1 q˚˝m C Γ , whence C A rts » β ΛY.C B rt 1 s » ε ΛY.pt 1 q˚˝m C Γ " t˚˝m C Γ .
• if t " uC, then A " BrC{Y s, t˚" u˚C˚and by the induction hypothesis C @Y.B rus » ε u˚˝m C Γ . By Lemma D.3 and the induction hypothesis we have C BrC{Y s rus » ε pC @Y.B rusqC˚» ε pu˚˝m C Γ qC˚" t˚˝m C Γ (as Y R F V pΓq).
• if t " ‹, then A " 1 and t˚" ΛX.λx.x and we have C A rts » β t˚" t˚˝m C Γ .
• if t " xu, vy, then A " BˆC, t˚" ΛX.λy.yu˚v˚and by the induction hypothesis C B rus » ε u˚˝m C Γ and C C rvs » ε v˚˝m C Γ . We have then C A rts » β ΛY.λy.ypC B rπ 1 tsqpC C rπ 2 tsq » ε ΛY.λy.ypu˚˝m C Γ qpv˚˝m C Γ q " t˚˝m C Γ .
• if t " π Ai i u, then A " A i , t˚" u˚Ai λa 1 a 2 .a i and by the induction hypothesis C A1ˆA2 rus » β ΛX.λy.ypC A1 rπ A1 1 usqpC A2 rπ A2 2 usq » ε u˚˝m C Γ . We have then t˚˝m C Γ " pu˚˝m C Γ qAi λa 1 a 2 .a i » ε pΛX.λy.ypC A1 rπ • if t " ι i u, then A " A 1`A2 , t˚" ΛX.λa 1 a 2 .a i u˚and by the induction hypothesis C Ai rus » ε u˚˝m C Γ . We have then C A rts » β ΛX.λa 1 a 2 .δ X pt, y.a 1 pC A1 rysq, y.a 2 pC A2 rysqq » β ΛX.λa 1 a 2 .a i pC Ai rusq » ε ΛX.λa 1 a 2 .a i pu˚˝m C Γ q " t˚˝m C Γ .
• if t " δ C pu, x.v 1 , x.v 2 q, then t˚" u˚C˚λx.v1 λx.v2 and by the induction hypothesis we have C B1`B2 rus » ε u˚˝m C Γ and C C rv i s » ε vi˝m C Γ,x:Bi . We can compute then t˚˝m C Γ " pu˚˝m C Γ qC˚λx.pv1˝m C Γ,x:B1 q λx.pv2˝m C Γ,x:B2 q » ε pC B1`B2˝u qC˚λx 1 .pv1˝m C Γ q λx 2 .pv2˝m C Γ q » β pΛX.λab.δ X pu, x.apC B1 rysqq, x.apC B1 rysqqC˚λx 1 .pv1˝m C Γ,x:B1 q λx 2 .pv2˝m C Γ,x:B2 q » β δ C˚p u, x.v1 rC B1 rxs{xs˝m C Γ , x.v2 rC B2 rxs{xs˝m C Γ q " δ C˚p u, x.pv1˝m C Γ,x:B1 q, x.pv2˝m C Γ,x:B2» ε δ C˚p u, x.C C rv1 s, x.C C rv2 sq » η C C rδ C pu, x.v 1 , x.v 2 qs " C C rts
• if t " ξ C u, then t˚" u˚C and by the induction hypothesis C 0 rus » ε u˚˝m C Γ so we have t˚˝m C Γ " pu˚˝m C Γ qC » ε pC C rusqC » ε C C ruCs where the last step is an application of Lemma D.3.
